Typical Grindr profile

Masc, top looking for local friends
nut interested in sex, no fngs
or fats. Wanna hang out while
g/f out. Nut out discreet is a must.

If you identify as a gay man, you may
have downloaded an app on your
phone like Grindr. Grindr is
advertised as a way to meet hot
singles in your area, but in real life.
But if you have downloaded this app
before, the above profile is usually
what you see.
that you have to have a perfect body and be extremely attractive in order to find someone to love.
Because of this, men think that they have to resort to using this app in order to find someone. But most of the time, it just resorts to men finding Mr. RightNow instead of Mr. Right.

While finding Mr. RightNow is not always a bad thing, it is if that is all you do. Much of our culture seems designed to fan the flames (no pun intended) of desire and encourage us to have as much sex as we possibly can, especially while we’re young.
While the idea of casual sex is not to be ashamed of, long-term relationships, especially for younger gay men, are held on the back burner until later.

> top

Hi

09:47 AM

Are you bottom?

09:47 AM

Where u from?

05:32 PM

07:27 PM

The Philippines

Heard about the typhoon. Seems pretty bad

07:29 PM

Yeah a lot of people died

07:29 PM

Today

Wanna fuck?

02:35 AM

But if all gay men do is hook up, then they are desensitized to the intimacy of sex by being surrounded by it in large quantities.
Men should learn that it is okay to wait for Mr. Right if they want to. While it may mean longer spurts of non-existent sex, that is not the point of a relationship.

If men just spent the time to know themselves and who they want to be with instead of focusing on fitting the idea gay stereotype that the gay hookup culture has caused, then maybe this zine would not have to be made. But until that happens, thanks for reading.